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Measure 110 was a bait & switch. We'll really focus on drug addiction treatment and 

put money forth to do that, but we'll need to legalize hard drug use to do so...THAT 

WAS A CRAZY STUPID IDEA.  

FIRST: The taxpayer money that was supposed to go toward drug addiction 

treatment programs, mysteriously didn't get there. Not to any meaningful, useful 

programs, anyway. Where did it go Brown and Kotek??? Now you want to keep the 

Measure 110 so you can keep wastefully using taxpayer dollars but of course, you'll 

need more $$$ for more programs. HOW STUPID DO YOU THINK WE ARE?  

SECOND: Meanwhile, I observed as soon as spring March rolled around that first 

year after Measure 110 passage, all sorts of drug addicted, now mentally ill people 

stumbling around outside my office. I've had to call law enforcement twice, for my 

safety. Of course your profession research group says it has nothing to do with 

passage of 110, but I sure have seen my community's streets change from that time 

forward. I do not think HB 4002 is STRONG ENOUGH! No teeth. 

THIRD: It also did not get created in a bipartisan manner. Republicans were not even 

allowed into meetings. What all does HB 4002 say anyway, we'd all like to 

know...Basically you'll need more for programs without meaningful change. 

 

You Democrats appear to like killing & making people permanently mentally ill. But 

then we could look at where Fentanyl is coming from...another great Democratic 

idea: OPEN BORDERS to let that stuff seep in through the cracks (for another 

time...). I sadly struggle to believe anything put forth by Oregon Democrats. Just like 

the bait & switch, they appear to just want more of your hard-earned taxpayer dollars, 

with no accountability of efficacy. I oppose HB 4002 wholeheartedly. Just look at 

what Democrats have done to this state after decades in control- 


